INTERNATIONAL GENEVA FIGURES

33* International Organizations are hosted in Geneva
22 of them are HQ

Over 50 United Nations entities are represented in Geneva

34 UN organizations/institutes/programmes/commissions
6 specialized agencies with HQ in Geneva
4 special envoys/representatives

174 States represented in Geneva by 255 permanent missions and delegations
175 to the UN**
36 to WTO
14 to the Conference on Disarmament
19 of the International Organizations

Over 750 non-governmental organizations accredited to UN Geneva with consultative status with ECOSOC
of which over 400 with presence in the Great Geneva area as in 2015

Over 4000 NGO representatives accredited to UNOG

*number based on host country agreements reported by the DFAE www.dfae.admin.ch/geneva
**including observer states

LIST OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN GENEVA

Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations Office and to the other international organizations in Geneva updates “International Geneva Facts and Figures,” including a list of International Organizations in Geneva and beyond, UN members and non-member states in Geneva etc. Type into any search engine bar: international Geneva facts figures.

LIST OF UN ENTITIES IN GENEVA

A list of the United Nations entities present in Geneva has been compiled by the Perception Change Project and is available on the gvadata.ch/un-entities-geneva.

LIST OF NGOS IN GENEVA

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) may engage with the United Nations through consultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) or association with the Department of Public Information (DPI). on ECOSOC Resolution 1996/31 that sets out the arrangements for consultation with NGOs. An online database of NGOs in consultative status with ECOSOC is searchable by country, area of work and other parameters – start at http://esango.un.org/civilsociety/.

Over 750 NGOs in consultative status with ECOSOC from all over the world were accredited to the United Nations Office at Geneva in 2015. Over 400 of those NGOs have a presence (HQ, office or representative) in the Geneva area.

Located within the Office of the Director-General, the NGO Liaison Unit is the focal point for matters relating to relations between the United Nations and NGOs. The Office maintains liaison with NGOs in consultative status with ECOSOC and facilitates their participation in United Nations activities.